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MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY THE PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC ON THE OCCASION OF ISEG’S
110TH ANNIVERSARY

A University which
“makes a School” does
this by way of free,
innovative, and plural
thinking regarding
Economics through to
Management, based on
informed debate and a
profound and genuine
concern about the social
contextualisation of major
individual, business, and
political decisions.

To mark the supercentennial of ISEG, the President of the
Republic sent a video message to what is the first
Portuguese School of Economics and Management, whose
roots date back to the 18th century.

Since 1911 we have
been providing opinion
leaders who influence
both the country and
the whole world. Here
we are, again!

110th anniversary in words with an impact
Watch the speech of the Dean of ISEG,
Professor Clara Raposo.

The Chair of the School Board, Professor
Vítor Constâncio, analysed the evolution of
ISEG and of economics, right from its
beginnings up to today.

Alumni Day was marked by Dr. Horácio
Negrão, Chair of Alumni Económicas.

The Secretary General of the United
Nations, António Guterres, highlighted the
role played by ISEG today.

It fell to the Chair of AEISEG, Dr. Gonçalo
Lopes, to give voice to the students.

The Magnificent Rector of Universidade de
Lisboa, Professor António Cruz Serra, gave
his testimony.

Knowledge is in first place
Don't miss the Knowledge Lecture, which was delivered by Professor Sara Falcão Casaca:

ISEG gives thanks
Otelinda and Carlos Silveira Scholarships
We would like to thank alumni Carlos
and Otelinda Silveira for their
generosity in awarding scholarships for
the best students starting out on their
study for a Masters. The presentation
was made by Professor João Peixoto.

Caixa Geral de Depósitos
CGD accompanies the life of ISEG and its students step-by-step. We are grateful for the
distinguished presence of the Chair of the Executive Board, Paulo Moita de Macedo, an
alumnus and visiting professor.

KPMG
KPMG, a member of the Economic Foundation, awards a prize to the best students starting
out on their study for a Bachelors at ISEG. We are thankful for the presence and commitment
of its Vice-Chair, Dr. Vítor Cunha Ribeirinho.

EY
EY is associated with a series of ISEG’s Bachelor's and Master's degrees and we hereby
applaud this new partnership and the presence of Andreia Reis, Head of Talent Attraction
and Acquisition.

Associação Mutualista Montepio
The Montepio Mutualist Association awards prizes in the area of Finance, and its director,
Carlos Beato, was present, whom we duly thank.

Banco FINANTIA
Banco FINANTIA, founded by our alumnus and current Chair, António Guerreiro, also gives
prizes for the best – thank you!

IAPMEI
IAPMEI was represented by its Chair, Francisco Sá, whom we thank for this support.

Willis Towers Watson
Joana Valentim, Associate Director of WTW presented the prizes, for which we offer our
thanks.

Rómulo Ismael Rodrigues
The best students in the Derivatives
course unit of the Masters in Finance
were also awarded a prize, which was
presented by Professor João Duque.

Jornal Económico
Jornal Económico also deserves our
recognition for the prize that it awards
to a student who was unable to attend.

AEISEG
The Student Association also supports our students and its Chair, Gonçalo Lopes, presented
the award.

See the awards of all the prizes here:

Thank you to the Portuguese Air Force!
The commemorations would not be complete without the collaboration and presence of the
Commandant of the Air Force Academy, General Paulo Mateus.

The Band of the Air Force gave us a concert that will remain in the memory of ISEG:

The best faculty
The students’ evaluation of the pedagogical performance for the 2019-20 academic year resulted
in the attribution of the Best Faculty Award to Professor Ana Neto and Professor José
Veríssimo (in the “Large” and “Small” numbers categories, respectively).

Honourable mentions were also given to Professors Francisco Nunes, José Zorro Mendes,
Ricardo Rodrigues and Carlos Santos, who was unable to be present.

At ISEG’s service
Members of faculty and staff who have recently retired were honoured with heartfelt applause.
Professors Vítor Corado Simões, Susana Santos, Maria de Lourdes Centeno, José Alves da
Cunha, João Dias, Carlos Bastien Raposo and Ana Bela Nunes were present.

We warmly welcome the new assistant professors. Ricardo Rodrigues, Ricardo Cabral,
Ricardo Belchior, Maria del Pilar Mosquera, José Novais dos Santos and João Tovar Jalles
were presented with their gowns and insignia. Professors Álvaro Rocha, Filipe Rodrigues, João
Afonso Bastos, Pierre Hoonhout and Victor Barros were unable to be present.

Aggregation diplomas were awarded to Professors Ricardo Cabral, Mário Romão, Maria
Cristina Baptista and Inês Fonseca Pinto. Armando Garcia Pires and Joaquim Miranda
Sarmento were unable to attend.

In this special to commemorate ISEG’s 110th anniversary we cover in detail the media coverage
of our supercentennial which was celebrated on the 20th, 23rd, and 24th of May.
The following are cited in this number: Alexandre Abreu, António Afonso, António Garcia
Pereira, António Silva, Carolina Afonso, Clara Raposo, Filomena Ferreira, Francisco
Louçã, Francisco Nunes, Joana Santos Silva, João Duque, Jorge Gomes, Luís Cardoso,
Luís Mah, Manuel Ennes Ferreira, Maria Rosa Borges, Paulo Trigo Pereira, Ricardo Cabral
e Vítor Constâncio.

Roll on the next 110 years!
>> Francisco Louçã comments on the “Champions' disaster” in
Expresso.

>> Alexandre Abreu's opinion on the convention of the Europe and
Liberty Movement, in Expresso.

>> According to Paulo Trigo Pereira's comnents in Observador that “the
issue is the same, both for the case of Pedrogão and SEF. The essential
problem does not result from bad laws, even though these need to be
improved, but rather from the way that each person assumes, or not,
their responsibilities”.

>> A column by João Duque in Expresso about school rankings.

>> Maria Rosa Borges's opinion on the effects of controlling the
pandemic, in Jornal Económico.

>> Ricardo Cabral's comments on the German Constitutional Court’s
ruling on the legality of the ECB's public sector asset purchase
programme, in Público.

>> Statements by Vítor Constâncio regarding the economic downturns
that Portugal has experienced during the 18 years’ existence of Jornal
de Negócios.

>> A reflection by Joana Santos Silva on the use of the diminutive
“inho” in Jornal Económico.

>> João Duque defends the extension of “artificial support to the most
affected sectors”, in Jornal Económico.

>> Manuel Ennes Ferreira asks “The end of a cycle in Angola? What to
do with next year's elections?” in Expresso.

>> Francisco Louçã writes in Expresso about “the scare economy”.

>> An article by António Garcia Pereira, entitled “How the André
Venturas of this country should be treated: the Coxi Family, an example
of dignity!” in Notícias Online.

>> In Executive Digest, Joana Santos Silva refers that during last year
we were focussed on Coronavirus, but recalls that “Portugal has been
living with another pandemic for a long time – HIV/AIDS”, and is currently
one of the European countries with the highest number of new cases,
and therefore “there is an urgent need to return to educating about HIV
in Portugal”.

>> António Afonso is interviewed by Exame on the influence of the size
of the State on the effects of corruption.

>> An article by Sara Vides and Jorge Gomes about online recruitment
and selection, in RH Magazine.

>> João Duque in an article about cryptocurrencies, which was
published in Executive Digest.

>> Joana Santos Silva is invited to Executive Digest's business
breakfast on executive education.

>> Luís Cardoso is interviewed by Executive Digest about innovation
and leadership.

>> António Silva, a SOCIUS researcher, talks about the Champions
League final in Porto on Antena 1.

>> Luís Mah explains to Antena 1 the reasons for the increase in the
limit of the number of children imposed on couples by China, which is
now to increase from 2 to 3 children.

>> The challenges of online commerce according to Carolina Afonso, in
Jornal Económico.

>> João Duque's comments on the increase in the deficit, on SIC
Notícias.

ISEG’s 110th anniversary in the news
Antena 2 (20th and 21st of May)
To mark both the anniversary of ISEG and the cultural partnership, Antena 2 interviewed
Professors Clara Raposo and Francisco Nunes and Filomena Ferreira on the Império dos
Sentidos programme, on the 21st of May. You can listen to the recording of the programme
from 1:32:00 here:

Not to forget the concert on "100 years of Piazzolla", which was broadcast live on the 20th of
May from ISEG's CGD Auditorium:

Imagens de Marca (22nd of May)
Cristina Amaro on the Imagens de Marca programme of SIC Notícias, on the 22nd of May,
which celebrated the anniversary of ISEG and interviewed its Dean.
See the mention in the programme here, right at the end:

…and the interview with Clara Raposo:

ECO (23rd of May)
Pedro Sousa Carvalho, journalist and an alumnus of ISEG, interviewed the Dean of ISEG on
the occasion of the 110th anniversary of ISEG. Read the interview here or watch the
recording:

Diário de Notícias (30th of May)
The Diário de Notícias also marked the supercentennial of ISEG with an interview with Clara
Raposo. See here:

"O ISEG é uma escola de debate,
bastante politizada também, mas
politizada de todas as frentes"

Alumni with extraordinary talent
ISEG educates economists and managers – who are also educated as people. All different,
all equal …. and they always come back.

Joana Aguiar, the actress of the moment
Recently graduated in Management from ISEG, Joana Aguiar returned to share her
experience of studying in a space “of freedom”, where economists and managers are
educated “without fear of the future”:

Thank you Joana for your generosity and for brightening up these days.

Carlos "Kajó" Soares, between Banking and Music
With a degree and MBA from ISEG, Carlos Soares divides his time between a passion for
banking and a passion for music. He came back to let us share in this journey. Thank you
Carlos!

… and the stars are the Students
The Dean of ISEG distinguished the Bachelors Final Year students who completed the 2nd
Year with an average grade of 16 in the “Dean's List”…… and the stage came to life!

We closed the celebrations with a golden key: the other talents of our students, who equally
enjoy studying for Management and Economics. Don't miss the wonderful performance of the
Tuna Económicas musical group.

Music from around the World at ISEG
Dino d’Santiago paid tribute to ISEG (and also his father-in-law, an alumnus!) with a
Portugueseness that extends beyond borders.

Citizens of the world, welcome to ISEG! See the ‘One Love’ concert again here:

HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND!
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